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God Talks With Arjuna The Bhagavad Gita
The hardcover edition of The Second Coming of Christ ($58.00 ISBN:9780876125557) was printed in 2004 and has sold over
45,000 copies. In Fall 2007 we published a smaller work of extracts from The Second Coming of Christ, titled The Yoga of Jesus,
to function both as a stand alone book and to cross-promote the larger work. The result has been a resounding success with sales
of The Yoga of Jesus reaching 20,000 in just over six months, and sales of The Second Coming of Christ increasing as planned.
With sales momentum of both titles strong, this seemed like an ideal time to publish a low cost paperback edition. Yogananda's
unique perspective on the real meaning of Jesus' teachings, takes the reader on a revelatory journey, verse by verse, through the
four Gospels. Dispelling centuries old misconceptions and dogma, this monumental work is destined to leave an indelible mark on
the way the world views the teachings of Jesus Christ.
This collection debates the path and purpose of life. The author discusses such topics as whether it is possible to hasten human
evolution, the possibility of a scientific method to ensure a pathway to life's highest fulfilments and what guidelines help mediators
find genuine spiritual progress.
This book is a field guide to the mammals of this unique subcontinent and includes the best places to watch them. It describes
each of the 100 plus species that can be recognized in the field, including identification, habitat, range, behavior, diet, breeding,
status, and similar species. The Field Guide also contains color illustrations of each mammal as well as tracks of the more
prominent species, and mammal lists and maps for each national park. Key Features: The only current guide to mammals of the
region Contains color pictures and full text on the 106 larger species likely to be encountered Includes drawings of tracks of key
species to aid identification Presents full details of 23 parks and reserves, with location maps, visiting details and species lists for
each
Today we see humanity divided and threatened with nuclear war and mutual destruction, but The Gita teaches us that it is only
when we rise above human schemes and calculations and awake to the presence of the indwelling Spirit that we can hope to find
the answer to our need. Original.
It''s one of the oldest books in the world and India''s biggest blockbuster bestseller! - But isn''t it meant only for religious old
people? - But isn''t it very long... and, erm, super difficult to read? - But isn’t the stuff it talks about way too complex for regular
folks to understand? Prepare to be surprised. Roopa Pai''s spirited, one-of-a-kind retelling of the epic conversation between
Pandava prince Arjuna and his mentor and friend Krishna busts these and other such myths about the Bhagavad Gita. Lucid,
thought-provoking and brimming with fun trivia, this book will stay with you long after you have turned the last page. Why haven''t
you read it yet?
This guide teaches us how to break the shackles of fear and reveals how we can overcome our own psychological stumbling blocks. Filled
with epigrams, lectures, and personal anecdotes, it is a testament of what we can become, if we have faith in the divinity of our true nature as
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the soul.
Paramahansa Yogananda presents an illuminating explanation of Lord Krishna's sublime Yoga message that he preached to the world - the
way of right activity and meditation for divine communion.
The Square and the Circle of the Indian Arts is a major contribution in Indian art history. More than a book on the theories of arts, it has farreaching implications for the way one thinks about the future of indology and art history. It provides a model to be emulated for interdisciplinary research, not only between the arts but also the sciences and the arts. The book begins by re-examining the imagery of the
Vedas and the Upanisads, highlighting some aspects of early speculative thought which influenced the enunciation of aesthetic theories,
particularly of Bharata in the Natyasastra. The next chapter introduces a new methodology of analyzing the rituals (yajna) as laid down in the
Yajurveda and the Satapatha Brahmana, the best way to focus the relationship between the text and the practice. Four chapters follow – one
each on drama (natya), architecture (vastu), sculpture (silpa), and music (sangita). Each presents some fundamental concepts of speculative
thought, concerned with each of the arts and purposefully correlates these with actual examples both of the past and the present. The
afterward to this second edition remains an event not only because the book benefits from the works published since the first edition, but also
because it presents the author’s integral vision and her unique adventure into the boundaries of several disciplines. It demonstrates the
efficacy of her earlier approach of investigating the imagery and the metaphors as basic to the discourse of the Indian tradition. She proposes
a multi-layered cluster of concepts and metaphors which enable one to uncode the complex multi-dimensional character of the Indian Arts.
Also significantly she suggests a deeper comprehension of the relevance of the developments in the field of traditional mathematics and
biology for the study of the language of form of the Indian Arts.
Explains how to pray with greater intimacy, and how to create a deep and fufilling personal relationship with the divine
When eleven-year-old Dev's father dies, he can't stop lashing out at those he loves. Until he meets Sanjay, a sprite-like being who claims
there is a battle raging inside Dev's own body. Sanjay embarks on a perilous journey beginning in the darkest realm at the bottom of Dev's
spine. As he searches for the noble warrior Prince Arjun, the only hope to defeat wicked Prince Ego, Sanjay encounters starving mobs,
thieving gangs, water worlds and lands of fire, until at last he finds Arjun on the battlefield, ready to fight for Dev.This book takes the epic
battle within the Gita and transports it inside the body of a young boy called Dev. A classic story of good overcoming evil, through Dev and
Sanjay's adventure, readers will be able to connect with some of the deeper concepts in the Gita.'It's time that the Gita is presented in its true
context - not as a moralistic or religious book, but as a book that is relevant to everybody's life.'--SADHGURU, one of India's leading spiritual
teachers

"The words of Lord Krishna to Arjuna in the Bhagavad Gita," writes Paramahansa Yogananda, "are at once a profound scripture
the science of Yoga, union with God, and a textbook for everyday living." The Bhagavad Gita has been revered by truth seekers of
both the Eas...
Exploring the "Bhagavad Gita's" psychological, spiritual, and metaphysical depths, Paramahansa Yogananda reveals the
innermost essence of this majestic scripture, presenting an unparalleled translation of and commentary on one of the most revered
scriptures of the ages.
God Talks With ArjunaDiamond Pocket Books (P) Ltd.
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A direct disciple of the spiritual master author of Autobiography of a Yogi reveals the deep allegorical meanings of India's bestloved scripture from a new perspective, sharing practical advice on such topics as achieving victory in life in union with the divine,
preparing for life's end, and what happens after death.
All the literature of the world is puny and insignificant in front of the Bhagwat Gita- once remarked the famous American writer and
philosopher, H.D.Thoreau. This book is an outcome of a deep study of the Gita over a long period and broadly covers the main
teachings enshrined in the scripture. In fact,Gita is not merely a holy book meant for reverence and ritual worship, but it is a
fountain spring of true knowledge and wisdom and can be considered as a manual for righteous living. This small book acquaints
the readers with the fundamentals of life, which include the human body and the soul, pleasure and pain, God and nature, good
and evil, the different qualities inherent in human beings, yoga, meditation, desires and similar other aspects. The book has been
specially designed for the busy man of the present day, who has no time to read voluminous titles! Some Glimpses: *The Goal of
Life: The man who remains same in pain and pleasure, and who is wise makes himself fit for eternal life. *The Charity given as a
matter of duty and without expectation of return, to the right and deserving person, at the right time and place is Satvik.
*Whatsoever makes the unwavering and unsteady mind wander away, let him restrain and bring it back to the control of the self
alone. *A true devotee is one who has no ill-will to any being, who is friendly and compassionate, free from egoism and self sense,
even-minded in pain and pleasure, and patient.
"Contains selected excerpts from Paramahansa Yogananda's book "The Second Coming of Christ: The Resurrection of the Christ Within
You," which book is a commentary on the New Testament gospels and noncanonical source material, focusing on the quest to uncover the
original teachings of Jesus"--Provided by publisher.
"One of the best-loved scriptures in the world, the Bhagavad Gita has been translated by many scholars and poets over thousands of years.
This new version, rendered in modern english prose by Swami Kriyananda, is based on the interpretations of his Guru, Paramhansa
Yogananda, author of Autobiography of a Yogi." "The Gita is the heroic story of the battlefield counsel given by Krishna to Arjuna just prior to
the start of a great war. Responding to Arjuna's moral dilemma over fighting against his beloved friends, family, and teachers, Krishna
advises Arjuna on his duties as a warrior. Yogananda's insights reveal that The Gita is in fact a spiritual allegory, and that each character in
the story symbolizes psychological traits and aspects of our own consciousness. As Arjuna looks upon the warriors on the battlefield, he is
really facing his own inner battle between the forces of delusion and the forces of Spirit within. Krishna's advice to Arjuna on how to win the
battle - using yogic tools of devotion, selfless service, and spiritual discrimination - gives each of us the guidance we need to move forward in
dharma (right-action) in every material or spiritual test that life may bring."--BOOK JACKET.
One of the earliest commentaries on the popular and highly respected yoga scripture known as the Bhagavad Gita. Roy Eugene Davis
explains the inner meaning in the light of Kriya Yoga in this new commentary on this scripture. Its seven hundred verses encourage the
reader to acquire Self-knowledge and to intentionally engage in constructive performance of personal duties along with dedicated spiritual
endeavor--to practice Kriya Yoga. The Sanskrit word kriya means action. Yoga can mean to yoke or unite soul awareness with God; practice
of procedures for this purpose; or samadhi, the realization of spiritual wholeness, the culmination of successful practice.
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Commentary on 'The Bhagavad Geeta' by Swami Mukundananda
What happens as we grow spiritually? Is there a step-by-step process that everyone goes through all spiritual seekers, including those of any
or no religious persuasion as they gradually work their way upward, until they achieve the highest state of Self-realization? About 2200 years
ago, a great spiritual master of India named Patanjali described this process, and presented humanity with a clear-cut, step-by-step outline of
how all truth seekers and saints achieve divine union. He called this universal inner experience and process yoga or union. His collection of
profound aphorisms a true world scripture has been dubbed Patanjali s Yoga Sutras. Unfortunately, since that time many scholarly translators
with little or no spiritual realization have written commentaries on Patanjali s writings that have succeeded only in burying his pithy insights in
convoluted phrases like becomes assimilated with transformations and the object alone shines without deliberation. How can any reader
understand Patanjali s original meaning when he or she has to wade through such bewildering terminology? Thankfully, a great modern yoga
master Paramhansa Yogananda, author of the classic Autobiography of a Yogi has cut through the scholarly debris and resurrected Patanjali
s original teachings and revelations. Now, in Demystifying Patanjali, Swami Kriyananda, a direct disciple of Yogananda, shares his guru s
crystal clear and easy-to-grasp explanations of Patanjali s aphorisms. As Kriyananda writes in his introduction, My Guru personally shared
with me some of his most important insights into these sutras. During the three and a half years I lived with him, he also went with me at great
length into the basic teachings of yoga. I was able, moreover, to ask my Guru personally about many of the subjects covered by Patanjali. His
explanations have lingered with me, and have been a priceless help in the [writing of this book]. "

The Bhagavad Gita has been called India's greatest contribution to the world. For more than five thousand years, this great
scripture has shown millions in the East how to fill their lives with serenity and love. In these pages, Jack Hawley brings these
ancient secrets to Western seekers in a beautiful prose version that makes the story of the Gita clear and exciting, and makes its
truths understandable and easy to apply to our busy lives. The Gita is a universal love song sung by God to His friend man. It can't
be confined by any creed. It is a statement of the truths at the core of what we all already believe, only it makes those truths
clearer, so they become immediately useful in our daily lives. These truths are for our hearts, not just our heads. The Gita is more
than just a book, more than mere words or concepts. There is an accumulated potency in it. To read the Gita is to be inspired in
the true sense of the term: to be “inspirited,” to inhale the ancient and ever-new breath of spiritual energy.
Paramahansa Yogananda's Collected Talks and Essays present in-depth discussions of the fast range of inspiring and universal
truths that have captivated millions in his Autobiography of a Yogi. Readers will find these talks alive with the unique blend of allembracing wisdom, encouragement, and love for humanity that have made the author one of our era's most revered and trusted
guides to the spiritual life. In this anthology of talks, Paramahansa Yogananda speaks to the deepest needs of the human heart
and soul. He shows how we can meet the daily challenges to our physical, psychological, emotional, and spiritual well-being by
awakening our divine nature, the neglected reality at the core of our being. The practical, how-to-live talks in this volume show how
each of us can discover the limitless inner resources already present within our souls, and bring greater harmony to ourselves, our
families, our communities, our world. Topics include: How to Cultivate Divine Love Do Souls Reincarnate? How to Free Yourself
from Bad Habits The Yoga Art of Overcoming Mortal Consciousness and Death Practicing Religion Scientifically.
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For centuries, readers have turned to the Bhagavad Gita for inspiration and guidance as they chart their own spiritual paths. As
profound and powerful as this classic text has been for generations of seekers, integrating its lessons into the ordinary patterns of
our lives can ultimately seem beyond our reach. Now, in a fascinating series of reflections, anecdotes, stories, and exercises, Ram
Dass gives us a unique and accessible road map for experiencing divinity in everyday life. In the engaging, conversational style
that has made his teachings so popular for decades, Ram Dass traces our journey of consciousness as it is reflected in one of
Hinduism’s most sacred texts. The Gita teaches a system of yogas, or “paths for coming to union with God.” In Paths to God,
Ram Dass brings the heart of that system to light for a Western audience and translates the Gita’s principles into the manual for
living the yoga of contemporary life. While being a guide to the wisdom of the Bhagavad Gita, Paths to God is also a template for
expanding our definition of ourselves and allowing us to appreciate a new level of meaning in our lives.
This collection of informal counsel provides intimate glimpses into the mind of one of the great spiritual figures of our time. In
answering the questions of those who turned to him for guidance, Yogananda expressed himself with candor, spontaneity, and
insight. He knew when to relieve a somber situation with a flash of wit, and was able to transform philosophical truths into simple
precepts for everyday living.
In this book, the author has chosen 90 verses of the Gita out of the total 700, which are purely subjective in nature. He, however,
has included all the important ones for the sake of coherency of presentation. It is hoped that this small book will motivate the
modern reader to study the full text with passion and devotion and pursue the spiritual goals towards eternal bliss. This abridged
edition will give the complete message, which has inspired generations of students of the Gita all over the world.
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